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Minimum:

OS: WindowsXP

Processor: Core2Duo
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One of the best coop puzzlers out there! DYO offers hours of very well polished, mind boggling fun. You can even play it alone,
but I would recommend inviting a friend. At this price, it's a must!. Good addition to Rome, my one and only issue with this is
that you can play with Alexander Factions in battles, or you can play with OG factions. You can not have both in the same
battle. You have to switch between the two games for the different factions.. good novice friendly shump that runs on about any
spec PC. Everything about the costume itself is PERFECT! The only problem about this DLC is that there's no Ver.ke version
of X's armors. If it weren't for that, then I'd give this a 10\/10. So, I'd give this an 8\/10 for the effort that was at least put into
the Ver.ke X costume.. 10\/10, best early access game I've ever played. Joy to be a part of something so industrius. Immersive
gameplay, very creepy when the demons jump onto you! The bow and arrow needs to be buffed though, it is very hard to do
enough damage with this combo.. Every single person who bought this DLC has, at one point, attempted to drift the 86 on the
Mt. Akina mod.
And failed horribly.
But thanks to the SOL mod, you can do that at night!

Also please, listen to something other than Deja Vu. There's better Eurobeat out there.. Hopefully if game works on the machine
of the customer I can tell from the beginning this game has a promising sweet immersive atmosphere and without technical
problems is more than totally worth it on discount or not in my tastes.. I love the way this game intentionally prevents me from
wasting my time by consistantly automatically crashing after a minute of continuous game play - thereby reminding me I havce
far better games to play. While it was fun trying to figure out how to manualy update config files to remap my keyboard keys
and how to prevent Steam VR from launching for a game that doesn't support VR, the fun greatly diminished after I was able to
play.

0.3 hours working out the controls and lack of VR-related issues. 0.05 hours playing in between crashes. 0.00001 hours of
enjoyment.

I honestly don't recal how I got this game in the first place. It's probably for the best. I only wish I hadn't.. What an awesome
game this is! You can taste the persian vibes of the desert and feel the arabic trader come to life within.

Persian and arabic is with capitals.

If you would like a game that you can play at your own pace, try this.
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My favorite game and the only game i have ever played since I was a kid.. I'm returning this game.
Sure you can build stuff, but the model only matters for Center of Mass and hitpoints.

It's got a good modeling engine, so if you wanted to recreate units from another RTS game, maybe it's good.
But the mechanics aren't anything to write home about.

All of the intresting stuff you get via the campain somehow, but it doesn't incentive any playstyles with tradeoffs, just upgrades
as far as I can tell.

The UI is also lacking.

It's an intresting concept, but not fun to play.. Princess Evangile is honestly one of the strongest VN's out there. Whilst it doesn't
do anything particularly new, or revolutionary, it does a fantastic job on what it does do. The game itself is split into 26
Chapters, which makes one full playthrough take around 40 hours give or take. I have finished one route in the original, and am
in the process of doing another in the Sequel (w/ Happiness).

Now, as someone already has mentioned, if this game appeals to you, pick up the 18+ edition from Manga Gamer directly. I feel
that the game itself benefits a lot more from it. w/ Happiness includes the common route for this game, but it doesn't include the
actual routes for any of the four heroines in this game. If you are looking to play this, I highly recommend picking both the
original and the sequel, and then playing through w/ Happiness's common route. It means you can skip a lot of the game to get
directly to the route you want, as with Happiness includes 9 routes instead of this versions 4.

Princess Evangile has Rise, Chiho, Ritsuko, and Ayaka.
Princess Evangile w/ Happiness has a follow up route for those 4 heroines, and new routes for Marika, Mitsuki, Tamie, Ruriko,
and Konomi.

Overall, I'd say this VN is definitely the strongest bang for your buck out there, as I can honestly see it taking 300 hours for all
of the playthroughs.

My breakdown:

PROS:
+ Art. Moonstone's game's all have beautiful art. Everything here is of suberb quality, from the CG's, to the sprites and
backgrounds. Not once did I think it was poorly made.
+ Characters. Every character is likeable in their own way, and almost all of them have a sprite and voice acting to go with it.
+ Long. Once again, this thing is really long. I'm not that fast of a reader, and I get distracted a lot, but it is definitely lengthy.
Took me well over 50 hours to do Rise's route. For anyone else, this could be anywhere between 35 to 45. Excellent value for
money.
+ Voice acting. Full Japanese Voice Acting. Whilst I don't speak the language, I can definitely tell they each did a great job at
playing their character.
+ Great dramatic story moments. Whilst some moments were cliche (see the cons), there was some amazingly well done scenes,
in particular at the pinnacle of some of the character arcs (Marika in particular). Helped make the experience memorable.

CONS:
- Protagonist. The protagonist is easily my least favourite part of this game. The guy is in high school, took a year off to work,
and somehow has more life experience than my entire family combined. This guy has managed to travel halfway across the
world on a fishing trip, work with computers in an office, manage to do a jobs in replenishment, all whilst continuously moving
around with his father. At the start, he was fine, but over time it really♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥me off that he's just a jack of all trades
with no weaknesses. On top of that, he's a pretty blatant self-insert (not neccessarily a bad thing), that the writers try to pass off
as an interesting character. If you play the game, you'll see what I mean. It hurts the experience (which is why the character
rating isn't a 10), but it definitely isn't worth dropping the game over.
- Choices. This game has what my friends and I have coined "If My Heart Had Wings Syndrome". 50 hours of gameplay, and
maybe 7 choices in total. 3 don't even matter, and don't do much at all.
- Locked in too quickly. The first decision that makes you locked into your route is done well before you learn the story behind
the girls. I'm pretty sure Ritsuko is in like, four scenes max, before the first choice. And Chiho barely has any presence until
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after that first choice. It was frustrating as I'm fairly certain I would have enjoyed the game much more (and I would've changed
routes) if I was given more time to decide.
- Cliche. The plot itself is very cliche. Whilst it is done well, it is very blatant what will happen for most of the game.
- Generic soundtrack. Weak and inoffensive. I muted it after the first hour for my own music (turning it back on a few times
during the story to see if it was any better (it wasn't)). Would have benefitted a lot more with better music.

-Scores-
Story: 7
Characters: 9
Art: 9
Music: 5
Enjoyment: 8

Overall: 8/10

tl;dr, one of the best VN's out there, but pick up the 18+ version from Manga Gamer directly.

_____
Frost |  Steam Profile
Follow our  Curator Page
Join our Curator Discord[discord.gg]. I would love to tell you that this game is excellent.

But its not.

Its pretty, its golf... to an extent.

But it has ridiculous flaws that no one should see beyond.

For example - there's a Ladies PGA Tour... this game just throws the Ladies in with the men. Doesn't work like that.
For example - putting: lines are seemingly random. Not to say you can't make some good puts but a 12 footer with no line is
likely to go left or right as much as straight.
For example - making a shot. is 78% 115% or 55% or 37% or 145% or 18% From shot to shot you can't tell.

All in all I like this game but it is utterly infuriatingly poor at basic portions of its intended sport.

I would not recommend it due to those reasons. None of these should be unfixable - none of these should still be in place at this
stage in the game's dev.

Allow me just to say - I want to throw a f'ing controller across the f'ing room every f'ing time I f'ing hit the f'ing ball to the f'ing
right and for no f'ing reason it goes 30 yards to the left.

The devs on this game should be hung, drawn, quartered, and not allowed to touch a golf club for life. Absolute disaster.. This is
a really fun take on the classic movie, "Manos: The Hands of Fate" and i'm actually surprise they can make a game based on a
crappy movie be enjoyable!

The music changes depending on the level, and the best thing is that all the music sounds great! Kudos to whoever made the
OST

Also before I forget, you can collect Hands of Fate to give yourself more hearts! just like in that one game with the green guy!
:P

The game is short but it makes up for challenging bosses! Plus + After you beat the game, you can play as a bonus character!

I'd like to see FreakZone Games take on another movie, maybe "They Live"! that would kickass (and chew bubblegum!)
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